JET-SKI ON THE RIVER KWAI

An unforgettable private jet-ski excursion guided to explore Kanchanaburi and
its surroundings by the river Kwai.
100% ADRENALINE and PLEASURE for drivers and passengers!!! The conditions
are perfect every day since there is no wind, no waves, just a calm tropical river
to ride ! You can use your own camera or GoPro Hero and stay dry all the way if
you want. You just need to follow the guide at your pace !!! Slowly for novices
and photographs or faster for people come for a fun experience on a clean and
fresh water.

Schedule
Daily
Difficulty

What to bring:
Personal items,
comfortable clothes and
shoes, personal medication
if required,

Health:
Please advise any issue of
medical concern

Age limit
From 7 years old
Prices net in Thai Baht
Validity

Price

01.11.2017 to 31.10.2018
Discovery Trip (1 hour)

Exploration Trip (2.5hours)

4,300 per 2 persons

6,300 per 2 persons
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JET-SKI ON THE RIVER KWAI

Detailed itinerary
The program starts after a safety briefing and recommendations by an experienced
instructor (English spoken )
Now you ready to self-cruise a comfortable and powerful Yamaha Wave runner High
Class 110HP, The Best quality of silent watercraft. Moderate speed along the resorts
and old temples to the surprising pier of Kanchanaburi where are parked a hundred
of floating houses, nightclubs and restaurants. After 10 minutes, we will reach the
junction of the River Kwai Noi and Yai called Mae Klong / Three colors river and take
the route to Ban Kao.
From that time, all riders start to have a good control and are ready to follow the guide
for 40 mins of great and sharp curves in this wonderful scenery along by the
limestone mountains. This section of the trip appears to be a movie in which you will
be a privileged observer of the wildlife,
Riding along the jungle with a great sensation of freedom being the only ones on the
river. You will have the chance to see people living and fishing by the river, places
that are totally unvisited by tourists, fish farms, horses ranch, local animals such as
the water buffalo and several kind of birds...
To end this journey, we will stop to enjoy the sunset ( depend time ) on the river Kwai
Yai before going back to the famous bridge over the river Kwai, place of interest for
many tourists in Kanchanaburi due to the history during the Second World War where
you could spend a while before going back to your hotel or guesthouse .

*Programme may be changed upon local condition*
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Terms & Conditions
The quoted rates include:
- Join transfer to/from hotel in Kanchanaburi City limit / there is supplement charge for hotel outside area
- 1 Jet-ski for 2 persons
- Jet-Ski Guide during all programs
- First rescue
- Health insurance until 15,000 baht for each person
The quoted rate does not include:
- Food and drinks.
- Personal expenses
Conditions:
Program & rates could be subject to change without prior notice due to local conditions.
Full payment required 14 days prior to the activity
Cancellation & Policy:
Cancellation is requested prior to the check-in: Low Season 7 days before, High Season 10 days before, Peak
season 30 days before, No Show 100% Charge.
Remarks:
Asia World Enterprise reserves the right to adapt the price at short notice under the following circumstances:
Increase of the fuel surcharge on the part of the airline
Circumstances caused by force majeure
Increase of the transportation costs due to increasing fuel prices
Increase of local taxes, i.e. VAT by the government
Disclaimer:
Asia World Enterprise acts as an intermediary between transportation and airline companies, hotels, tourist offices and all
other contractors providing services for tourists. Additional expenses incurred due to delays, accidents, natural disaster,
political action and unrest must be borne by the clients. Programs and tours prices are based on the situation at the time of
printing this proposal and could be subject to change due to local conditions. Participation in our tour programs implies the
client’s agreement to the above. We reserve the right to amend or alter any of the conditions herein without notice from
time to time and at its sole discretion.
Information & Booking at info@asiaworld-travel.com
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